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Introduction
Ø Point-level Supervised Instance Segmentation (PSIS) aims to enhance the applicability and 

scalability of instance segmentation by utilizing low-cost yet instance informative annotations.

Ø Instance segmentation methods 
use point annotations that only 
approximate object positions, 
making it difficult to capture detailed 
features and accurate boundaries.

Ø Semantic segmentation excels at 
precise semantic region boundaries, 
it often struggles with instance-level 
discrimination within the same 
category. 



 Existing PSIS methods usually rely on positional information to distinguish 
objects, but predicting precise boundaries remains challenging due to the 
lack of contour annotations, which suffers from the following problems:

Ø The local response caused by the separation of points from image 
features.

Ø The semantic segmentation estimation and instance differentiation are 
separated.
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Methods(MDM)

Our MDM framework:(S2I branch is colored in green, I2S branch is colored in blue.)
Ø  In S2I branch, instance segmentation map is generated from the results of semantic 

segmentation using the offset map.
Ø  In I2S branch, semantic segmentation results are influenced by instance segmentation 

map using affinity matrix.
Ø Training: ℒ = ��2�ℒ�2� + ��2�ℒ�2�



Methods(S2I)

Ø Point annotations + Semantic Segmentation      initial Instance Segmentation labels;
Ø Distance separation strategy: Solve conflicts (e.g., multiple annotations in one region);
Ø Generates OFF maps & CLS maps.
Ø Class-agnostic Instance Segmentation map    Semantic Segmentation map (I2S 

branch)     New Instance Segmentation results.
Ø S2I Training: OFF maps(HR-Net) calculate the loss function with initial offset map.
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Methods(S2I)

Ø Point annotations: � = {�1, �2, ⋯, ��};
Ø Distance separation strategy:  �∗ = arg���

�
  �� − � ;

Ø Generates OFF maps : � =  ��∈�    �� −� .
Ø S2I Training:ℒ�2� = ℒ��� + ℒ��� ;ℒ��� = 1
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Methods(I2S)

Ø Obtains ��� matrix: two pixels (the same instance     : value=1,     : value=0);
Ø Generate the updated Semantic Segmentation map: � = �∘� ∗ �;
Ø I2S Training: Then ��� (Instance Segmentation map) is used to compute the ℒ�2� with the 

predicted ���(HR-Net): ℒ�2� = 1
�+  �,� ∈�+    2 − � ��� − � ���  + 1

�−  �,� ∈�−    � ��� + � ���  ;
Ø Semantic segmentation map obtained through I2S serves as the Semantic information input for the 

next stage. Through the constraints of instances, I2S enriches the Semantic Segmentation results 
with instance information.



Visualization

Visualization result comparison for our labels with ground truth on COCO. 



Visualization

Visualization result comparison 
for our labels with ground truth 

on VOC. 

Comparison of class-agnostic instance segmentation 
learning. Left: Original image and class-agnostic 

instance segmentation annotations. Right: Learning 
progression from initialization to 50,000 iterations. The 
top without mutual distillation, and the bottom with it.



Experiments

Compare with the state-of-
the-art on VOC dataset



Experiments

Compare with the state-of-
the-art on COCO dataset



Experiments

Ablation study (I) :

1. Effect of S2I and I2S on VOC.
2. Other Segmentors for Instance   

Segmentation.
3. Hard pixel ratio:“hard pixel ratio” 

refers to the proportion of 
challenging samples used in loss 
computation.

4. Prediction Mask Quality 
Comparison



Ablation study (II) :

1. Quantitative analysis
2. Influence of WSSS method.
3. The parameter β
4. Analyze the efficiency
5. Effect of S2I and I2S on COCO.
6. Drift-point: the center points drift
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Thank you!


